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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers  
Trash #304 September 2021 

Find us on  or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 

Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are approximate starting from 
Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust journey time accordingly from your location. 

DATE #NO ON ON Post Code HARES  

6th September 2021 2221 The Poacher, Hurstpierpoint BN6 9PU Dangleberry  
Directions: A23 to B2117 Hurstpierpoint exit, right at T junction, straight over roundabout & next right for village car 
park. Est 10 mins. Pub is on north side of the high street about 5 minutes walk. 
13th September 2021 2222 Gardeners Arms, Sompting BN15 0AR Bouncer & Angel 
Directions: A27 West, through tunnel, straight on at traffic lights, over roundabout at north Lancing to next lights. 
Straight on again, 2nd left opp. Sompting church and right at roundabout. Pub 100m. on left . Est 15 mins. 
All the ducks in a row (and Bouncers 30th hashiversary!) 

20th September 2021 2223 Half Moon, Plumpton  BN7 3AF Swallow & Spurtacus 
Directions: A23 North, keep in left lane and filter on A273 over Clayton Hill. 2nd right is B2002 into Ditchling. At mini 
roundabout turn right on B2116. Take turning on left just past the pub for the car park. Est 20 min. 
27th September 2021 2224 Dyke Tavern, Brighton – To be confirmed  Asbestosser & Nobbychick 
Directions: A27 west, first exit. 2nd exit at roundabout down Dyke Road 1 mile, pub on left by traffic lights. Est. 5 
mins. - but allow extra time as street parking tricky. 
4th October 2021 2225 To be confirmed , Lewes area  Drambulie & Bosom Boy 

 

 



BH7 HASH
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes: 
10-12/09/2021 Wessex Campout weekend 
29/4- 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
17-20/8/2023 Eurohash - Baarlo, The Netherlands at The Dutch Castle de Berckt 
25-28/8/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire 

onononononononononononononononononononon

Some people have indicated they would like to run at 19:30
you plan to run trail slightly late then please add your name at the 
bottom of the sign-up sheet so others will join you.  On the night, 
hopefully the hares will mark the checks through so you can catch 
up to the pack.  
 
Secondly, Dangleberry has proposed a Sasher Award for this year’s 
BH7 Christmas Party so if you have completed a sash then please 
let us know for your chance to win that special award.  We have 
created a new spreadsheet (BH7 Sasher Tally); find your name 
from the drop down list (or write it in), then tick the appropriate 
boxes. If you have completed both the runners and walkers routes, 
then please tick both boxes.  A link is also available from the 
Sasher Tally page (under Sashing on the menu on the BH7 
website).  
 
More details available on the website. 
 
Cheers and on on 
Keeps It Up 
 
Please remember you run at your own risk, so for safety’s sake, 
please find a hash buddy if you do intend running later. Ed.

onononononononononononononononononononon

Dear All, At the end of the funeral service Bob's daughter, Helen, asked me to pass on her thanks to those Hashers who 
attended the service and for their contributions to Prostate Cancer res
your thoughts and support. Eddie 

HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes: 
Wessex Campout weekend – See BH7 Facebook page for details. 

https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/  
Baarlo, The Netherlands at The Dutch Castle de Berckt – Details TBA when registration opens.

UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course. 

onononononononononononononononononononon 

Some people have indicated they would like to run at 19:30, so if 
you plan to run trail slightly late then please add your name at the 

up sheet so others will join you.  On the night, 
hopefully the hares will mark the checks through so you can catch 

oposed a Sasher Award for this year’s 
BH7 Christmas Party so if you have completed a sash then please 
let us know for your chance to win that special award.  We have 
created a new spreadsheet (BH7 Sasher Tally); find your name 

rite it in), then tick the appropriate 
boxes. If you have completed both the runners and walkers routes, 
then please tick both boxes.  A link is also available from the 
Sasher Tally page (under Sashing on the menu on the BH7 

Please remember you run at your own risk, so for safety’s sake, 
please find a hash buddy if you do intend running later. Ed. 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:

Joint GM’s  Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton

Pete

Eastwood

On-Sec Don ‘On

Webfart/ Zoom Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle

Hare Raiser Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

RA’s John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

 Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones

Hash Cash Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan

Hash Sash Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King

Hash Trash  John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Haberhash Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland

Hash Horn  Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer

Hash relay Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas

Hashtorian David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans

Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride

Hash awards Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

 Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

nononononononononononononononononononon 

Hi All, 
Chris would like to pass on her thanks to the many hashers who 
were able to come to pay their respects at the funeral and wake 
yesterday and to those who have donated to the Prostate Cancer 
Charity in his memory.  Chris will be scattering Bob’s ashes on 
Black Cap as he wished.* 

I think I can honestly say that Bob had a good send off with 
lots of old friends, neighbours, pals from our garden railway 
clubs and a wonderful turn out from Brighton HHH as well as 
friends from the New Inn who manned the tea and coffee 
station and bar, & locals who knew us well. The celebrant 
was able to give a good account of Bobs life with the info we 
had supplied and Helen gave a 10 minute account of their 
wonderful family life from her earliest recollections. The 
Wake at the New Inn was well attended and the Harvey’s 
beer delicious as always. Lots of love from Chris.

And finally, the Prostate Cancer Charity UK has said t
donations.  Brighton Hashers donated £570 in memory of Bob.
On On, Keeps It Up & Wildbush 

* Whilst it would have been nice to have made 
understand Helen has already done this with Chris.

Yes, totally agree - so good to know that so many Hashers were 
there to remember Bob and join in the funeral and wake afterwards. 
Bob is much missed! And the huge and unstinting care and support 
that Chris gave him for so long is a shining example to us al
what it takes to really share someone's life. On On Don.

Dear All, At the end of the funeral service Bob's daughter, Helen, asked me to pass on her thanks to those Hashers who 
attended the service and for their contributions to Prostate Cancer research.  Helen and the rest of Bob's family appreciate 

NOTICES 

see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:  

Details TBA when registration opens. 
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Chris would like to pass on her thanks to the many hashers who 
were able to come to pay their respects at the funeral and wake 

who have donated to the Prostate Cancer 
Charity in his memory.  Chris will be scattering Bob’s ashes on 

I think I can honestly say that Bob had a good send off with 
lots of old friends, neighbours, pals from our garden railway 

ubs and a wonderful turn out from Brighton HHH as well as 
friends from the New Inn who manned the tea and coffee 
station and bar, & locals who knew us well. The celebrant 
was able to give a good account of Bobs life with the info we 

gave a 10 minute account of their 
wonderful family life from her earliest recollections. The 
Wake at the New Inn was well attended and the Harvey’s 
beer delicious as always. Lots of love from Chris. xx 

And finally, the Prostate Cancer Charity UK has said thanks for the 
donations.  Brighton Hashers donated £570 in memory of Bob. 

* Whilst it would have been nice to have made this a hash occasion, I 
understand Helen has already done this with Chris. Ed. 

so good to know that so many Hashers were 
there to remember Bob and join in the funeral and wake afterwards. 
Bob is much missed! And the huge and unstinting care and support 
that Chris gave him for so long is a shining example to us all, about 
what it takes to really share someone's life. On On Don. 

Dear All, At the end of the funeral service Bob's daughter, Helen, asked me to pass on her thanks to those Hashers who 
earch.  Helen and the rest of Bob's family appreciate 



PPPAAAGGGEEE   TTTHHHRRREEEEEE   
One of the Nash Hash events a few years back asked us to bring the oldest Hash t-shirt we could find. Hearing this Bob 
kindly gave us a few of his early shirts from his Singapore H3 days in the late 70’s. Sadly, nothing more became of the 

request so we’ll never know how they compared, but here they are with a few more jokey, sexy and sassy shirts: 

 
HASHING and BEER 

 
A BIT OF FUN 

 
IT WOULDN’T BE PAGE THREE WITHOUT THEM… 

 

 



RRREEEFFFLLLEEECCCTTTIIIOOONNNSSS   OOOFFF   AAAIIIRRRMMMAAANNN   BBBOOOBBB   
I have been dreading this news for a while now and feel terribly sad that this 
lovely man has passed away! What a star, what an athlete he was and what a 
true gentleman. He always had a smile on his face and a cheeky glint in his eye. 
Chris, you were amazing and showed such devotion to Bob to keep him safe 
and look after him when he was poorly. So fitting that Hamilton won the 
British GP yesterday afternoon in his honour, I would like to think. The 
Bouncer was right with his lovely tribute and he really was a true blue Hasher. 
Rest in peace you lovely man we shall miss you beyond words. Chris we all 
send you our love and positive thoughts at this sad time. I cannot imagine how 
you are feeling now or where you go from here. I just hope that the sadness 
you are feeling now will be the happiness you feel in time when you think 
about Bob. All our love the Girls xx Julia Sasha Ruby Beatrice &  Alexandra 

Have not seen Bob for some time, but known for many years (25/30 
years?) back when we and others were doing marathons, duathalons, etc 
etc! Fond memories of his competitive and positive, but friendly nature. 
God bless you Bob. Condolences to Bob's family and to Chris, who must 
have been a great comfort to him in recent times.  Ian Slippers Essex 

So sorry to hear of Bob's passing, he was a very competitive runner and 
triathlete only managed to beat him once in the Hastings duathlon. The hash 
has lost one of its original members. On On Bob. Rik ‘Psychlepath’ Taub 

Sorry to hear this news. He really never gave up despite his failing health... I'm 
sure he will be On On up there. Big hug for Chris. X Julie ‘Come Again’ Garrard 

A very sad loss. Thinking of Chris. Xx Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt 

Sincere condolences to Bob's family and friends at BH3; another fine 
hasher to mourn, RIP Diane ‘Coolbox’ Lumsdaine 

So sad to hear about our dear friend Bob. Such a respected runner, hasher & 
triathlete. I have so many lovely memories of our times on the international 
triathlon circuit. Always good humoured, helpful, a true gentleman, he will be 
so missed. Condolences to you Chris & family xx Elaine Scott 

A very sad day. I always admired Bob’s beautiful running style and athleticism 
and enjoyed talking about aviation with him. He will be greatly missed. 
Deepest condolences to Chris and family. OnOn Bob Ann ‘Red Slapper’ Barry 

I was very sorry to hear this news but as you say he is peace now and the 
suffering has ended. I remember Bob very well. When I first came to the 

hash he was very welcoming and always had time for a chat.  He will be 
missed greatly. Please pass on my console to Chris. Lis Falling Madonna xx  

Really sorry to hear this. I always really enjoyed talking to Bob. Sending 
sympathy to Chris and all his good friends at the hash. On on xxx Sarah ‘Fridge’  

I first met this young lad in 1983 on my very first run with BH7, I was back 
visiting Sussex at time while living in the Philippines. Remember a Monday a 
few years back at the Flying Fish in Newhaven I was in a bit of pain after I 
cracked my ribs on my own Hash run in Littlehampton This was after I 
warned everyone about a rabbit hole which I fell in myself, So while the 
plebs were out running we held the fort and kept the beers flowing And I 
had the pleasure of sharing some hash yarns, jests and listening to his 
jocularity A real nice fella, and during my infrequent visits to the BH7 We 
always managed a tale to share - sorry he is gone. But he will be enjoying 
the company of many lost hashers in the skies above us. On On Sir MaliBog 

A sad day for all of us. My condolences to Chris. I remember Bob for 
jogging around on the hash thinking this guys not a racer then. Come 
Sunday leaving us all for dead. Mike Cockcroft 

Bob has been in our thoughts, many memories of Monday evenings, 
family hashes at Pete Eastwoods and helping Sheila at drink stops, love 
also to her, Helen and Ivan. Dave and Jenny x 

Further selected words from the Just Giving page: 
Sadly missed. Greatly valued Bob's support on the relay and the many 
diverse conversations in the pub. Prof 
Remembering a great hasher and a really interesting chap. BH7 will 
miss him. X Roaming Pussy 
You inspired me to race in the early days within the hash. It took me a 
while to work out why you were faster than me on a Sunday but I was 
quicker on the hash . Keep running Bob. Ivan Lyons 
For a very dear friend taken too soon. RIP Bob Airman, already missed. 
Xxx Bouncer & Angel 
A true gentleman with a great sensor of humour. It’s been an absolute 
pleasure to have known him. Kit 
Inspirational and always smiling whatever the adversity. Spreadsheet

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Donations in memory of Bob to the Prostate Cancer UK Charity    

in lieu of flowers.(BH7 Just Giving page to make it easier: 
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/bobairmanluck). 

To Cross The Finish Line... 
Leo Thomas 

As I turn the corner, 
the road to finish is much 
further that I had thought, 
the pavement becomes much 
harder, 
the hill is much steeper than it 
ought. 

But, I cannot stop now. 
I pace my breathing, 
draw upon every shred of 
inspiration I know, 
and set the rhythm of my stride 
to make it to the finish line. 

My knees, they ache, 
my breathing becomes ragged 
and laboured, 
my thoughts collapse into 
singularity of purpose, 
everything I am is stripped 
away to one sense of purpose: 

To cross the finish line... 

It Couldn’t Be Done  BY EDGAR ALBERT GUEST 
Somebody said that it couldn’t be done 
      But he with a chuckle replied 
That “maybe it couldn’t,” but he would be one 
      Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried. 

So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin 
      On his face. If he worried he hid it. 
He started to sing as he tackled the thing 
      That couldn’t be done, and he did it! 

Somebody scoffed: “Oh, you’ll never do that; 
      At least no one ever has done it;” 
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat 
      And the first thing we knew he’d begun it. 

With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin, 
      Without any doubting or quiddit, 
He started to sing as he tackled the thing 
      That couldn’t be done, and he did it. 

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done, 
      There are thousands to prophesy failure, 
There are thousands to point out to you 1 by 1, 
The dangers that wait to assail you. 

But just buckle in with a bit of a grin, 
      Just take off your coat and go to it; 
Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing 
      That “cannot be done,” and you’ll do it. 

Sent to Shakesprick for hash history magazine: Sadly our Airman passed away on 18th July after a few years of on/off health issues. Bob 
completed 1293 hashes with Brighton (BH7) as well as a number with Singapore where he started his hash career back in 1977 and was a 
prolific and formidable hare. Bob's contribution to Brighton hash was considerable as a master trail setter, but also the imaginative 'awards' he 
always came up with for significant occasions. My most memorable were the kiwi outfit he had one of our number wearing for his final hash 
with us before returning to his homeland near Rotorua in New Zealand, and the giant Viagra cake for his 50th birthday. Bob was a huge fan 
and contributor to the Boggy Shoe as well as being the catalyst to its initial creation as just the Trash. On the hash he was always a mid-pack 
low key runner leaving the checking to others while he  enjoyed the chat and camaraderie, however, he was a formidable athlete outside of the 
hash frequently leaving younger members for dead whenever they got involved in racism, as well as representing Great Britain in the veteran 
classes at Triathlon. He once lent me his training bike for a mini-tri I was taking part in at East Grinstead, simply the best bike I have ever had 
the fortune to ride! Sadly myself and Angel were unable to attend his funeral but the hash was very well represented and much of the eulogies 
revolved around the hash as well as his other great loves of motorbikes, model railways and, of course, Harvey's beer! RIP Bob 'Airman' Luck. 



REHASHING 
2216 Hope Inn, Newhaven – It’s likely that things will be difficult for the pubs for quite a while 
yet as we endeavour to return to some form of normality, so please make sure your chosen 
establishment is ready and able to receive us. The disappointment at still not getting to see Black 
Stockings and Red Slappers Berwick trail was tempered by the friendly welcome at the Hope. 
Whizzing into the car park just in time for the off, Ride-It, Baby said a quick farewell to her 
companion who seemed satisfied in a job well done as he turned around and headed off. There is 
only really one way out of here not involving water and so the pack headed off along Fort Road, 
turning left up Fort Rise to head past the Fort itself and on to the cliffs. Following on behind, Red 
Slapper called the other walkers to stop and enjoy the ‘nice view’ just as Bouncer had stopped for 

a call of nature, but she meant the French beach below. 
She got a bit concerned watching the pack from a 
distance as they hung around far more than reasonably necessary before finally taking the 
inland route up Harbour Heights. The walkers split into two packs at this point with Local 
Knowledge, On Don and Heinz SCB’ing, while the rest of us continued down to the 
Highway where we found ourselves overhauled by the runners across the green, after a 
long on back by the golf course due to the path becoming inaccessible. Prince Crashpian 
had provided beer for a sip stop which meant continuing 
past the pub so quite a few missed it with a time issue on 
the food, the message about down downs not getting 

through, but CofF had improved on his trail predictions from the day before by 50%, so we had to 
see if he’d improved his beer drinking abilities by the same amount. The car was then moved 
down to the pub car park for a food-delayed circle although Black Stockings had to go before 
Wildbush got her nosh, so Red Slapper downed alone. Cliffbanger had enjoyed banging the cliff 
but was moaning about the wild bush, which we assume meant the foliage forced on-back, 
rather than his own wife, but Wildbush and Bushsquatter (when one bush drinks…) joined him 
anyway. We welcomed back Not So Fast Heinz, who has apparently spent much of lockdown 
walking, which gave us a new interpretation of his name as we’d had to call out to him to not go 

so fast, and Peter Pansy who had opted for breeding to 
kill the time, becoming a daddy on the way. Wiggy had 
been alternately telling us to go ahead he’d be fine, and moaning that we kept leaving him 
as a foot issue slowed his walk, but our game of What’s the Time Mr. Wiggy saw him make 
rapid progress when Trouble decided to drop her Tikiboos and wink at him, but she got out 
of a beer by starting an alcohol-free 60 days challenge earlier in the day. Who does that on 
a Monday? RiB’s story was that she would have been on time without her ‘helper’ as he 
was on an electric bike limited to 15mph but the Numpty mug had to go somewhere! A 
final down down went to Prince Crashpian to thank him for the beer and congratulate him 
on his significant wedding anniversary to wrap up another great hash! 

2217 Frankland Arms, Washington – [Note to self: must make run reports shorter!] 
We had a host of visitors tonight including Ab Fab, Wankel and family who live in 
the village, as well as the MG owners club who we found ourselves sharing the pub 
with to the petrolheads delight. We set off across the stile opposite for a loop 
round Tilleys farm to tease the FRB’s with the field climb, while the pack returned 
to the road to take the next left. The next option of the wood edge had some going 
a very long wrong way before returning to meet the SDW, for once eschewing 

Chanctonbury Ring to head down to the road. The 
walkers had already lost Anybody, and now saw 
Bouncer and Summer Lady SCB’ing on the east of the 
motorway, while Wiggy and Local Knowledge opted to 
go beyond the runners trail, who took the steps back 
down, to head to the top and follow the safe SDW back 
to the church and in. The runners trail continued to tease as they headed west and back over the 
Storrington Road and on up to Warren Hill returning via the underpass after yet another loop round the 
posh houses. Fast forward past the chips straight to the circle and Fukarwe wanted to be renamed 
again to “He's Alright” after a positive response to a trail that 
somehow stayed low despite the proliferation of hills around. It 
being bedtime junior new boots Megan and Flynn were quickly 
given a water down down, before dad Anthony, who has previously 

run with EGH3, joined Satisfaction Guaranteed and Too Bright from Guildford plus Bollocks, 
recently orphaned from Henfield H3 to France, for a visitors downer. Options for a naming for 
Just Scott were based on a conversation he’d had the previous week in Newhaven with 
Trouble, asking what to do about nipple chafe. Her suggestions, as recommended by Princess 
Albert’s (London H3) Bad Boy Running, were for a silicone based sex, er, surf lube such as Mrs 
Palmer’s, Dr. Zogs or Body Glide, however, these were rejected by the hash in favour of Nasty 
Nips which was possibly Ride-It, Baby’s suggestion and you don’t argue with her when she 
gets an idea in her head! And that was that to conclude another great hash! 



IT WAS ALL BOB’s FAULT – the trash; the circle and the numpty mug: 
From #1: Airman inadvertently establishes the Boggy Shoe  SHOCK  –  HORROR  –  REVOLT  –  MUTINY!!!   
As the weekly subscription soared by an unprecedented 150% on Monday 18th January 1993 [they went up from 20p to 50p!], 
questions were inevitably asked of the bearer of this news: “How can you justify such an increase, Bob?” 
“Well you get all the benefits of a mainstream running club without having to pay an annual fee. For example, as we are members of 
the AAA you save 50p for each AAA approved race you enter, and everyone receives a club award on reaching an anniversary run. 
Furthermore it is necessary for the club to maintain a fluid financial situation in order to purchase club kit for which the outlay may 
take a little while to be realised, and finally to cover costs incurred in staging our own race in the Fun Run League.” 
“But Bob, we had all that anyway.”  
This in essence is basically what was said. Clearly people were in a wind-up Bob mood and since I like to knock out newsletters I 
suggested that such an addition to the club may not go amiss, and it (theoretically) ought to quell any rebellion about the increase. The idea 
was met with various comments some favourable and some non-committal so I thought why not give it a bash. Now read on... 

From #5: In which Airman becomes BH7’s first RA! RUN #773 12
th

 April 1993 – RAVENSWOOD MANOR 
A point-to-point run finishing at West Hoathly where there was a beer stop before everyone was ferried back to the Ravenswoood. Excellent 
location too as this is a regular live venue [and incidentally the location of the very first UK Nash Hash led by Surrey H3 back in 1981] 
(nothing this evening as they’d opened up just for Les [Plumb]). Les had knocked up his own presentation plaque for his 600th run which he 
handed to Bob Luck who then handed it back with a beer and the instructions to put it away in the time honoured fashion. Although it took Les 
three efforts I’m sure it was still quicker than my usual effort at the down down and at least there was no spillage (no.1 hash sin!). 

From #6 – Airman causes trouble abroad on an early solo flight as hare: 

RUN NO : 919 Monday, 11th June 1979 
TIME : 5:45 P.M. 
HARE : Robert Desmond LUCK 
LOCATION : End of HARVEY AVENUE, Off Upper Changi Road 
MAP REFERENCE : New  139 A1: Old  88 C1 
ON ON :  Cameron Hotel Chicken Barbecue $10/- 

RUN 919 - Flight FAR-Q-919 left the tarmac O.K. but very shortly thereafter the flight engineer 
shot his bolt and those on board went in all directions. Fortunately the paper I.L.S. (Instrument 
Landing System) had no deviation and a soft touch up was experienced by the paying passengers on 
arrival. The Engineer concerned had his pylon x-rayed for fatigue at debriefing and several cracks 
were detected in the immediate surrounding bodies. 
VERDICT Engineer Hard ---- uck has been grounded as investigations revealed the fatigue 
extended to other pylons due to the excessive distance covered. 

Memorable hash awards: RUN NO. 781 NEWICK FC – Brian’s leaving run was certainly a 
nevertobeforgottenoccasion.. hot air balloons filled our sights as we ran north of Newick and up to Fletching,  
mud, stingers,  two beer stops, and a barby at the end. Even Ivan Luck was happy for a moment or two as he 
treated the rows of crops like the track at Crystal Palace. Back at the clubhouse at the rear of a pub there was 
a down-down for Brian but not before Bob Luck made sure he didn’t stand out in New Zealand on his return, 
by presenting him with the latest in kiwi fashion – a kiwi suit complete with beak. Alison had a little bone-us in 
a strap-on pink foam item, which Brian wore with pride the rest of the night. 
RUN 797 – Ray and BIG Nigel at Seaford: We celebrated getting rid of 
bIg nIgEl for a few months [Don’t think we’ve seen him since!] and Bob Luck 
presented him with a down-down to be drunk from a mug designed just for 
him (see picture and note holes to prevent normal drinking). The idea is to 
pour from above like the Spanish wine sack but Nigel just stuffed the end in 

his gob and sucked like crazy, announcing that he would always drink his tea from it to remind him of us (?). 

 
IT WASN’T BOB’S FAULT, but he was the hare when, on a run out of the Green Man in Horsted Keynes, his daughter Helen found 
a pot hole and managed a spiral fracture of her femur. Due to the remote location a helicopter came and whisked her away, but 
not before drugging her up so that she missed the whole experience, which was sufficient reason to award her a down down at 
the 900th r*n for a failed plan to get a free chopper ride! Bob was also the hare a couple of months later for another special run 
from the Ansty Cross to say farewell to Helen and Phil when they moved away to Clanfield in Oxfordshire. The sip stop in Bob’s 
garage was particularly memorable, adorned as it was, and as Chris’s garage is now, by a huge collection of worn out running 
shoes dangling from the ceiling! No greater love, it seemed, hath Airman than for that sickly sweet smell of rotting feet.  



REHASHING ctd. 
2218 Ringles Cross, Uckfield Another late pub change, but a great choice with an excellent menu 
at 2 meals for £15! Our hares seemed an unusual alliance but set an interesting trail starting 
through some lovely woods which did provide the odd challenge for the walkers following on. It 
was great to see Pompette back for a walk and nice that she managed to get quite a lift from 
being back with us. Trail was an anti-clockwise route north out 
to Coopers Green before a section of road, where a very late Off 
With Her Head caught the walkers and we SCB’d the SCB while 
she headed off to track down the main pack. Runners trail 
continued north via Oast Farm to Five Ash Down and a pinch 
point where the walkers were supposed to have cut trail, while 

the runners completed another bunny shaped loop on the edge of the forest, before a mostly road 
return via Court Lane and London Road. The food was excellent and very good size portions, but 
Don peeled back the crust of his huge pie and decided it looked like some sort of Boggy Shoe, if 
that’s intended to be a compliment! Prof, meanwhile, was wandering around asking for a food 
buddy as he couldn’t bear to see a meal go to waste. Circle up in the garden and the trail was 
compared to Trouble’s normal co-hare Chaos for the sporadic marks, while Shoots Off Early, Hot Fuzz’s usual co-hare, announced a 

hash for Burgess Hill runners from the Cock at Wivelsfield on Friday to explain why he 
wasn’t available. After welcoming back Nobbychick, a disastrous week saw Kabul fall to 
the Taliban which has had a huge impact on those involved in the fighting in Afghanistan 
who lost so many colleagues and friends, including Asbestosser 
wearing a Helmand Tigers shirt tonight, so we tried to show our 
gratitude with applause for all they did although it has ultimately 
been a very sad sacrifice mostly in vain. Lightening the mood, 
Dangleberry found himself in the circle for a double downer after 
escaping early with his new shoes last week, but Drambulie was 
on it and spotted that he’d endeavoured to cover them up with 
duct tape! The right shoe being the wrong shoe he then downed 
from the left shoe and announced his cunning waterproofing plan 

had been surprisingly effective. Having failed to catch the pack, Off With Her Head arrived some time during 
the circle which distraction warranted the Bogeyman cup to close another great hash! 

2219 Queen Victoria, Rottingdean Well he kept it quiet until the last 
minute, but this was Knightriders 60th birthday celebration r*n, so 
beer on the tables was promised after a sea dip! But first a trail, and 
a good crowd mustered up outside the pub, which had opened up 
just for us but urged us to use the rear entrance accessing via the 
garden, which seems like a contradiction. Moving swiftly on, we had 
a few new boots to welcome including Mark who’d enjoyed the 
Burgess Hill hash so much he’d decided to try out the real thing. Early 
trail bumbled along the cliffs with Mudlark back marking for St. 

Bernard and Prof on the 7.30 start, then headed up through the back streets of Saltdean to Bishopstone Drive where the walkers 
separated as the main pack headed north to dogleg back, catching the walkers just in time to take full advantage of the fishhook! 
Crossing past the village pond, where Stormdog as usual dragged Asbestosser into the water, several routes were now taken with 
some heading for the sea, others taking in the windmill, but true trail was a circuit of Beacon Hill before dropping onto the 
undercliff and in to the sea where a splashing time was had by almost all. Bathe It Daily had passed on the bathing to provide a 
substantial quantity of Revelation for the chaps and Prosecco for the ladies, which division may well not serve him as well as he 

might hope after his recent nuptials, but the entertainment here with a dancer being filmed 
as she performed various manoeuvres with light sticks and neon underwear was top notch! 
So less made it into the pub than we might have hoped but still enough to eat all the pies 
and down our hares Knightrider at 60 and Hash Gomi with a mention for the next Eurohash 
in the latter’s native Netherlands. Occasional visitor PG Tits had brought along her friend 
Ann, whose house we’d passed on the way, to represent the virgins most of whom had 
departed, and Lily the Pink was shocked by Just Elle’s friend encountered on trail who had 
offered him a colonic irrigation, a stitch up that 
backfired when Elle insisted on nominating him for 
the downer. Prof had delayed his arrival having 

spotted St. Bernard on the 7.30 start, but Charlie didn’t know that so set off as soon as he 
got here thinking he was alone. Prof eventually gave in and did the hash, but something 
went wrong as he didn’t pass Charlie but finished before him. What a pair of numpties but 
that award went to Bouncer who’d attempted the swim, got worried about the quicksand 
and had just got changed back in to civvies when the pack arrived and dived straight in, Lily 
actually making out to the buoy, “because it’s there”. Another great hash! 
2220 Wheatsheaf, Cuckfield Having been Numpty mug carrier for Bouncer, who wasn’t out to play, Trouble insisted that there 
should be a circle so she could offload. Keeps It Up said he couldn’t do it as he was hare, so managed to pressgang Dangleberry into it, 
who did a good job downing the hares and passing the mug on to Where’s My Broccoli, although it seems Sticky Balls and Ginger 
Nuts got overlooked, being on a three hash strategy after OCH3 at 11am and with EGH3 at 7pm, slotting BH7 in at 2pm. AG3H! 



BOB the HASHER – always good for a story or song 
The Bull, Shermanbury in1996 was possibly the wettest hash ever with everyone getting soaked to the waist, and a couple of the shorter 
runners disappearing altogether. Not surprisingly the hare led most of the run as a lot of the marks were underwater. Back at the pub Bob 
Luck had key trouble, after his dousing, with his nice electric central locking Porsche and couldn’t get in the car to get beer money and dry 
gear. A quick attempt to dry the key battery out by the electric fire failed to elicit any reaction so Bob Wallace came to the rescue charging 
the 1 inch battery up with jump leads to his car battery. Just in case his battery got drained from the effort, of course, he started the car first. 
Amazingly this worked but the code was now well and truly scrambled leaving Bob to await the arrival of Sheila to rescue him.

  
At Angels 250th from the Bridge in Shoreham in 2011 Airman Bob was reflecting on the early days of BH7 when the likes of Ray 

Philips, Nick Cheyney and Bunter used to stand chatting in the car park stark bollock naked while he felt like Michelangelo’s David 
with his less prominent tackle! Must’ve been the cold affecting you more mate! More on this story some years later at the Horns 

Lodge Chailey in Aug 2018 when Bob produced some sort of liquid plaster called For Skin thinking it would revitalise his parts! 

#1738: Rising Sun, Beeding - From the 5 ways car park it was down the SDW to the cement works, a journey not completed 

entirely successfully by Airman Bob who found himself spreadeagled on the ground after a vicious trip. Chris gamely threw 

herself on top of him to staunch the flow of blood but that sounds like just the sort of excuse a harriette would come up with 

when she realised there was still one more hare behind.  

Bob’s 1000th BH7 hash from the Oak, Cane Heath – Dismal weather and an amusing trail led by 

Chris, who got lost a couple of times, until Bob fresh from more medical interference with his dicky 

ticker surfaced to carve a chunk from the trail and send us SCB’ing our way to where the hardy 

Sheila and Falling Madonna refreshed us with a sip. On Inn and we circled up to present Bob with a 

(3 pint) Harvey’s size hip flask to neck from [which has since been engraved with all the 1000 club 
members]. Footnote: Hi Bouncer, What a night, nobody died through overheating or soaring 

temperatures, the hash presentations went really well. I was overwhelmed by the thought and care 
given to me for my 1000th. It was a bloody great night. Bob 

#1775 Five Bells, Chailey At Chris’s 100th she was awarded a full pint tankard (which upset Angel who only got a half for hers) but she 
only downed half after a little ditty by the Airman: Her Left Tit hangs down to her belly, her right tit hangs down to her knee, if her 

left tit did equal her right tit, she’d get lots of weenie* from me. (*Apparently weenie is some sort of snack, like lunch. Chris will explain.)  

#1857 Saddlescombe Airman told us that in France they fill a sterile po with champagne, and add a sausage and rice paper for wedding 

guests to drink from. He also suggested a name for Chris who is henceforth Pompette - French for tipsy, because she gets that way. 

#1884 Horns Lodge, Chailey Down downs by Lily the Pink included Airman and Pompette who arrived about an hour after the 

pack so were downed to the Teddy Bears Picnic, and told they weren’t allowed lunch on the hash! Pompette will explain... 

#1938 Talbot, Cuckfield A story that was overlooked last week concerned 

visitor Happy Endings from Riviera Hash who’d asked for a lift. Roaming Pussy 

told us that Bogeyman thought she’d come with a couple of new gay guys. She’d 

actually come with Airman and Pompette (aka Bob & Chris!).  
Hi Bouncer, KIU - Thanks so much for your hospitality (and of course the 

inevitable razzing one expects as a visitor) .. a great group, a super run and 

such a warm atmosphere in the pub. Thanks, also, for hooking me up with 

Chris and Bob (whom I originally thought, by email, were a gay couple ... 

this is the Brighton hash after all) they have been very kind and we even 

met up at The New Inn, which is the (very) local in the hamlet where I'm 

staying. Chris even washed my running clothes I accidentally left in their 

boot after the run! On On, Jen (Happy Endings) 

At the Duke of Wellington after Bunters funeral in 2015, Airman Bob shared a tale from Bunters chequered hashing days when he 

turned up at the Gardeners Arms in Ardingly, post-hash, in just a vest, shorts and sandals to be told by the landlord - no singlets. He 

protested that it was clean on but the host was adamant so five minutes later he reappeared with a t-shirt, checked it was okay, popped 

outside and reappeared with a blown-up condom on his head! The landlord took one look, and decided he wasn’t going to win this battle! 

 
  



Back to school with Wildbush - we don’t need no education… 
I’VE LOST MY MIND and I’m pretty sure the kids took it. 

  

 
Seeking one night stand. I might need two though, I do have a lot of books. 

 
I remember at school my teacher asking me to use the word ‘intermittent’ in a sentence. 

"While I was camping it began to rain hard so I ran intermittent", I said. 



AIRMAN the ATHLETE – but still a hasher at heart! 
From Hash Life by Steve Hanna – “Bob Luck is known for his laid back performance, But the UK vets tri team are glad of his talents” 

Thinking back to an early triathlon for me at East 
Grinstead, by which point Bob was a well established 
member of the British vets. He lent me his training bike 
which changed my experience and opened my eyes to 
what a proper bike should feel like. I literally felt like I was 
floating on it! The swim has always been my best discipline 
and I only wish the bias was weighted a bit more equally 
towards it, but at least with this bike I felt I stood half a 
chance of a decent time, as I was running fit back then in 
the early 90's. Until that is, I reached the top of the first 
climb and got a puncture. I managed an effective change 
of the inner tube, but the bike just wasn't as responsive 
afterwards. Post run, I took another look and discovered I 
hadn't reset the wheel correctly and it was rubbing on the 
frame! Bloody learners, eh? Bouncer  

 
Bob loved the South Downs Way relay, participating for the hash as long as he was able, and even cajoling Chris into 
being the team driver. One funny story from 2011 tells how he was yelling at Chris to go ahead when nature called, 
while he didn’t have the hash specs on. ‘She’ turned out to be a South Downs Way finger post, Chris having long gone! 
When the year ends in 4 the hash Round Sussex relay takes place to raise funds for Lorna Elwick. On the last one in 2014 Bob 
tackled a couple of the shorter stages just to be involved, as well as, with Chris, doing a longer road route stage by tandem! 

  

  
I know how you feel Chris! Bob talked me into the 
1993 Seven Sisters Marathon, saying he would 
walk the first half, get a beer and blast the rest of it! 

I was Bob Luck at least once, taking his number for the Beachy Head 
marathon when he had a pacemaker fitted on the morning of the event, but 
that didn’t stop him coming out for a beer en route! On an earlier occasion 
in 2008 Bob had been recovering from a long-course Duathlon in Virginia 
the week before, so we’d run together, but after the climb out of Alfriston 
he decided to retrace and shortcut for a beer at the Plough & Harrow 
Litlington to meet Sheila, so I joined him. T-Bar Twin and Pissticide (Sally 
& James) were dishing out the medals and insisted on me taking one even 
though I hadn't earned it, having covered only 20 miles.  
At our New Years eve party for my 500th hash that year there was a 
worrying moment when James decided to carve up my medal between my 
legs saying that I’d only done half so should only have half a medal. 
It was often Bob & Chris who brought the fireworks along to the bonfire 
parties at Local Knowledge’s place but on this same occasion Pissticide 
called a halt in the park to pull rockets from his backpack so we all went 
ooh and aah before cracking on to the far corner of the park where Bob 
Luck appeared sprinting along the road, saying “I got lost in the cul-de-sacs 
but saw the rockets and thought that had to be the hash”! Bouncer 



IN THE NEWS  
If you ever feel useless, remember it took 20 years, trillions of dollars and 4 US presidents to replace the Taliban with the Taliban. 

 
Elton John is set to release a new song as a tribute to the A*gh*ns who fell from a plane as it took off today. 

‘Sandals in the Wind’ will be out on September the 1st. 

 
BREAKING NEWS: Arsenal are apparently offering Afghan refugees a place to stay in the Emirates stadium and free 
tickets to any chosen game. One refugee named Amir was quoted saying, “Fuck that, I’m going back to Kabul.” 

 
In other news – RIP’s to Charlie Watts and Sean Lock; the transfer deadline and a lorry driver shortage affects deliveries: 

 



AAA   FFFIIITTTTTTIIINNNGGG   FFFIIINNNAAALLLEEE   –––   BBBooobbb’’’sss   bbbeeeeeerrrsss   aaannnddd   bbbaaawwwdddiiinnneeessssss………    

Airman and Pompette were once called up for a softy after the discovery that Heathfield is a 
‘dry’ Quakertown, a strange choice of residence indeed for hashers! That didn’t tell the whole 
story though, as their second home became the New Inn at Hadlow Down where Bob was able 
to indulge his great love of Harvey’s beer (unless doctors orders forbade it). As hare raiser he 
had a sort of plaintive lament whenever the hare hadn’t done their research properly, “But they 
don’t sell Harvey’s!”, and for many years the website stated that we would follow the r*n with a 
few pints of Harvey’s! Soon after moving to Oakland Court and finally getting to sit outside he 
told Chris, “That was a really good day.” Her response, “Shall I make it better then?” as she 
produced a bottle of his favourite, Harvey’s Best! 

The CRAFT hash (Can’t Remember A F***ing Thing, in case you’ve forgotten) name was first used in Malacca in 1998 when roving 
BH7 hashers were attending Interhash in Kuala Lumpur and registered thus for the pre-lube. It was ten years before we got 
around to a more regular meet up, making it monthly from May 2008 usually for a trail pub crawl, but also beer festivals and 
brewery visits. After Keeps It Up took us on the Bluebell Railway, Bob, who was a keen supporter of the CRAFT trails, kindly invited 
us to join his motorbiking pals annual St. George’s Day pub crawl by rail, which in 2010 was on a Friday. Visiting 3 locations and 6 
pubs, we were drinking at an absurd rate but as it was by whip, it was keep up or lose out, and Bouncer and Keeps It Up, joined 
later by Mike ‘The Artist’ Morris and Matt ‘Dildoped’ Spencer 
(now Rebel WHK) soon found themselves very much the worse for 
wear. Of course, that didn’t stop us joining them again the next 
couple of years by which time St. George’s Day had drifted on to 
school nights, but many happy memories of some great days out! 

The catalyst for the CRAFT kick-start had been the Sussex CAMRA branches ale trail, which gave free t-shirts for having a beer in 20 
pubs from a list of 40 between the end of May and end of September. To celebrate the BH7 30th anniversary, and given that there 
were 19 Mondays in that period plus our usual birthday visit to Ditchling, we decided to do the trail as a hash and get our free t-
shirts overprinted. Just to make sure, the pub crawl was introduced, soon morphing into CRAFT H3. 5 years later and our most 
enthusiastic participants were Airman & Pompette, along with Lily the Pink, Hamstring and Bogeyman who all achieved the full 40, 
plus doubling up in the 13 pubs that had been on every trail. Bob’s standards were clearly opening up beyond just Harveys! 

COVID times have not been easy for any of us, and the move to Zoom 
hashing last year prompted nervous technological shifts for many of 
us, which may explain why, on their first outing on Zoom Airman had 
helped dispose of a bottle of wine before signing in, then announced 
that Chris’s sore wrist had nothing to do with him receiving a penis 
transplant. This was followed by a Guinness down down for the Zoom 
virgins, so his standards were definitely slipping! Further prowess was 
demonstrated a couple of weeks later when we were treated to a 
drinks label quiz, but we are not 

worthy and Airman and Pompette were clear winners correctly identifying all but four, and 
earning the opportunity to set the following weeks quiz despite Airman falling backwards off his 
chair to give us a view of the ceiling. In a much later quiz, Bob claimed that with less questions, 
they’d have got less wrong, wise words that applied to all of us on the occasion of their dastardly 
quiz covering topics such as Lewes, Motor Racing and the South Downs!  

Christmas parties were always great fun when 
Bob got inspired, and in 2012, with a nod to 
Snowlark in the Antarctic, he dressed as a 
penguin as well as cajoling Chris into wearing a 
deer costume. His sense of humour remained 
undaunted despite winning the medical basket 
case award year after year, even receiving a new 
heart from Prof during the annual awards! 

Airman Bob’s final appearance on the hash came between lockdowns at the 
Blacksmiths Arms, Offham. Rules were still strict and we were limited to our tables 
of six which meant that, even had we known we would not again see him in the 
flesh, we weren’t able to mingle and chat as long 

as we would all have liked. His parting observation on that evening is perhaps typical of his 
mischievous, bawdy, hashy and of course, inappropriate sense of humour, but fits nicely into 
the naughty page, that his 9 lives must have come from all that pussy he ate when he was a lad!  

In conclusion, back in November 2017, Airman set his final trail for the hash (although he did have a 
small amount of involvement a few months later with Don in Heathfield), the review reading like a 
post-operational debriefing.  A brief extract observed: Airman Bob was commended for his long 
service, after starting in Singapore in 1977, the year of the signing of a joint accord between Singapore 
International Airlines and British Airways to fly Concorde between the termini. Airman Bob revealed he 
was actually ground maintenance at the time of the venture but denied ‘fiddling with the flaps’. It 
concluded:  A successful mission is one where the number of take-offs equals the number of landings. 
Sadly our Airman has flown his last mission, the take-off did not match the landings, and we have 
lost a great hasher and friend. Rest in Peace Airman Bob, your like will not be seen again. 


